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rar Bibo sees his plans for future wealth thwarted by his
long-suffering dog. In order not to be considered a loser, he

participates in a competition arranged, among others, by
the Maxwell Muscle team. From that moment on, his life

changes dramatically, he earns a lot of money, starts a new
love and becomes one of the richest people in America.

Love 1984 Producer Andrei Konchalovsky. Studio
Mosfilm. Scenario In 1984, Andrei Sergeevich

Konchalovsky began filming his famous trilogy about
rebels and dissidents, Siberiada, which tells about the life

of an outstanding Soviet family, their struggle with the
regime and victories. The novel also features the then

popular song "Raft" by the group "Zoo" about "search for
one's vocation". The end of this story about how a person

can overcome his destiny, how he can change, even if
everything around him is collapsing, is rather unpleasant.
This is the most unsuccessful Russian film in the last 20

years. Konchalovsky's painting is a very personal, intimate
film. Despite the fact that the storyline has something in
common with other series of the film trilogy about the
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fighters for the liberation of the motherland "Siberia", the
ending, if we talk about the main character, does not

correspond to the plot. From the very beginning of the film,
the director knew what awaits the viewer, he constantly

hints at it. But how skillfully he does it, just does not fit in
the head. Such a "blockbuster" could have been filmed, of

course, with larger scenes, a larger budget, a bunch of
actors and a lot of special effects, but why this dissonance?
Judge for yourself. First, the authors destroy a huge kind

family. The mother appears before the viewer as a
prostitute who works in a veterinary dispensary on the

outskirts of the city. The father goes missing, and although
the mother says that, apparently, he was killed, he never

met her, and, therefore, he is not to blame for the death of
his mother.The brother is too young and too honest, and

therefore no one decides to remove him. Then why did all
this have to be done? Why spoil such a good, beautiful,

home movie? Why was it necessary to talk about the
mother's intimate relationship with a prostitute and how her
brother condemns her for it? Could all this be created? Or

was it another attempt to knock the viewer out
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